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became the subject of an absolutely stunning hype: the first human outpost in space! Action was taken by saboteurs to disrupt future research. In particular, in 2000, after the failure of the Mars Odyssey mission, which was planned by NASA, a rocket "booster" designed to separate the ship from the launch vehicle was dispersed. According to the media,
elements of the aircraft were used for this. As a result, "Phoenix-1" was lost. Fires resulting from accidents in and around space. Rockets and satellites fall not only in the Earth's atmosphere, but also in space. At the same time, systems separated during accidents, including parts of rocket engines, burn out in outer space. In 50 years (since 1965), four space

shuttles have been irretrievably lost in two accidents, including the only US H-1 spacecraft. On the one hand, from the once advanced class of space vehicles, it, having passed the path of long and dangerous trials, has lost its relevance. On the other hand, in recent years, after the exit from the prohibition of a number of international treaties, there is an
active movement towards returning to manned space exploration. Let us dwell briefly on the most famous falls of spacecraft and rocket boosters. The Challenger crash happened on April 10, 1986. The ship was in geostationary orbit. A few minutes after the launch, the Saturn-5 launch vehicle was launched from it, which started in automatic mode. As a

result of depressurization, there was a loss of orientation of the ship. The Challenger rescue plane was forced to change its landing site, and 15 minutes after losing orientation, the Chelsea ship crashed into a mountain. On January 17, 2003, the Gemini 6 spacecraft made an emergency landing on the surface of the planet, but 8 minutes after landing, it
collided with the surface. The ship suffered $700 million in damage. In 1973, the American reconnaissance spacecraft Mercury-5, the American analogue of the Soviet Vostok, crashed. During the flight in Earth orbit, the control system failed. The crew - two people - remained on board. When approaching the Earth, the apparatus entered the atmosphere

and burned out, the cause of the disaster was a fire. April 1989 The Challenger 3 was designed to explore the upper atmosphere and launch the Sataney spacecraft into orbit. Anthony Beevor (English National Library) Publisher: You can't buy anywhere J.R.R. Tolkien (9 volumes) Publisher: Earth way ISBN: 978-5-98457-326-9 Age: 4+ Content:
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